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ABSTRACT
The Chern-Simons actions of the multiple fundamental string and the multiple gravitational wave are
established to full order in the background fields. Gauge invariance is checked. Special attention is drawn
to the non-Abelian gauge transformations of the world-volume fields.
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1 Introduction
A multiple brane consists of N branes lying on top of each other [1]. The separation between the branes is
of order of the string length. Strings stretching between them give rise to new massless modes, in addition
to the modes of the strings going from a brane to itself. These extra modes fill out the U(1)N symmetry
of the separate branes into a U(N) symmetry group, giving the brane-stack a non-Abelian structure. At
the worldvolume level the non-Abelian structure is represented by the N Born-Infeld vectors combined into
one U(N) vector V , and the transverse scalars enhanced to matrix coordinates Xµ transforming under
the adjoint of U(N). Background fields are function of the matrix coordinates via a non-Abelian Taylor
expansion[2, 3]:
Cµν(x
a, X i) =
∑
n
1
n!
∂k1 ...∂knCµν(x
a, xi)|xi=0 X
k1 ... Xkn . (1.1)
Constructing a Born-Infeld action adapted to the multiple brane case is a highly non-trivial problem. The
Chern-Simons action however keeps a simple structure [4, 5, 6], besides showing several intricate properties.
One of these is the appearance of couplings proportional to a commutator of transverse scalars[7]. These
extra, purely non-Abelian couplings allow the brane to interact dielectrically with background fields of
higher rank than the brane dimension. The multiple brane then expands into a higher-dimensional, fuzzy
geometry. Such solutions are described in [4, 7, 8]
The multiple D-brane action and its gauge properties were studied in[9, 10, 11, 12]. An important
observation was made in [11]: the matrix coordinates are affected by gauge transformations with the
NS-NS parameter Σ1:
δΣVa = −ΣµDX
µ (1.2)
δΣX
µ = iΣρ[X
ρ, Xµ].
This transformation is proportional to a commutator, such that it vanishes in the Abelian limit. A conse-
quence is that every background field will undergo this non-Abelian NS-NS transformation as well, since
the fields depend on the transverse coordinates.
In [13, 14, 15], actions are established for the multiple fundamental string and the multiple gravitational
wave. The following arguments suggest that these actions are valid in the strong coupling regime. Firstly,
the large-N limit (N being the number of individual strings or waves forming the non-Abelian object) of
the multiple wave matches the Abelian result for the giant graviton, thus suggesting that the multiple wave
action describes a microscopical view of the giant graviton. A similar reasoning is true for the multiple
fundamental string action. The large-N limit thereof corresponds with the Abelian description of a dielectric
D-brane. The second argument comes from the objects being BPS states, suggesting that no higher order
corrections in α′ are needed.
The actions of [13, 14, 15], however, are only established to linear order in the background fields. The
aim of this paper is to extend these actions to a fully gauge invariant form. The construction is made by
duality relations and checked on gauge invariance. An overview of the dualisations is given in Figure 1.
First we propose an action for the 11-D gravitational wave. This action is reduced along a direction
other than the Taub-NUT direction of the wave, which results in a Type IIA wave (WA). T-duality yields
a Type IIB fundamental string (FB) when performed along the isometry direction. Type IIB wave (WB)
with two isometry directions results from a T-duality along an other direction. The Type IIA string (FA)
can be reached from two directions: either by T-dualizing the IIB string, or by T-dualizing the IIB wave.
The chain closes, providing a powerful check on the duality calculations. Notice that the duality chain
leads to an effective S-duality transformation. Though the non-perturbative S-duality is not well defined
in the case of multiple branes, the more rigorous chain here leads to the same result as a naive S-duality
would.
Gauge transformations are well defined for the D-brane background fields. We will dualize the transfor-
mations as well as the fields to become corresponding gauge transformations for the exotic fields appearing
in the multiple strings and waves. We will follow especially the transformations of the world-volume fields.
The non-Abelian NS-NS transformation of the coordinate will dualize into a new transformation, following
the transformations of the Born-Infeld vector and the exchange of the two-form fields B2 and C2.
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Figure 1: The various objects: the D-string (D1), the D0 brane (D0), the 11D wave (WM), the fundamental
strings in IIA (F1A) and IIB (F1B); and the waves in IIA (WA) and IIB (WB). T-dualities are shown in
double arrows. Single arrows denote dimensional reduction. The curved arrow represents S-duality.
The 11-dimensional wave is studied in section 2. The next section concentrates on the IIA wave. The
IIB and IIA string actions are derived in section 4 and 5, respectively. The last action, the IIB wave,
appears in section 6. Appendices A-C list properties of the fields appearing in the various actions.
2 The eleven-dimensional multiple wave
An action for 11D multiple waves is proposed in [15]. Using gauge invariance, we extend this action to all
orders in the background fields. The result is2:
LWM = STr
{
P
(
kˆ−2kˆ1
)
− iP (iX iX)
(
Cˆ3 − 3ikCˆ3kˆ
−2kˆ1
)
(2.1)
−
1
2
P (iX iX)
2
(
ikCˆ6 − 5Cˆ3ikCˆ3 + 15ikCˆ3ikCˆ3kˆ
−2kˆ1
)
+
i
6
P (iX iX)
3
(
ikCˆ8 − 21ikCˆ6ikCˆ3 + 35Cˆ3ikCˆ3ikCˆ3 − 105Cˆ3ikCˆ3ikCˆ3kˆ
−2kˆ1
)
+
1
24
P (iX iX)
4
(
ikCˆ10 − 36ikCˆ8ikCˆ3 + 378ikCˆ6ikCˆ3ikCˆ3 − 315Cˆ3ikCˆ3ikCˆ3ikCˆ3
+945ikCˆ3ikCˆ3ikCˆ3kˆ
−2kˆ1
)}
.
kˆ denotes a Killing vector which represents the Taub-NUT direction:
kˆµ = δµ11 , kˆµ = gˆµ11. (2.2)
An inclusion of a form with the Killing vector extracts the components which have one index equal to 11.
The notation is the same as for the inclusions with transverse scalars:
ikCˆp = kˆ
ρCˆρµ2...µp = Cˆ11,µ2...µp . (2.3)
In addition to being charged under a Killing vector field, the multiple wave couples dielectrically to
forms of higher rank. This dielectric coupling is proportional to commutators and characteristic for multiple
branes, strings and waves. While the higher-rank forms featuring in the Myers action are the Ramond-
Ramond potentials, more exotic eleven-dimensional forms appear here. Cˆ8 and Cˆ10 are the fields that
minimally couple, respectively, to the M-theory Kaluza-Klein monopole and the M9 brane (see e.g. [16] for
a discussion of these forms). A list of all exotic forms and the respective branes is included as appendices
A-C.
2Eleven-dimensional fields are denoted by a hatted letter
3
Because of the appearance of the Killing vector, the sigma-model is gauged with respect to translation
symmetry of the eleventh coordinate. In [13, 14, 15], covariant pull-backs were used to get a more Lorentz-
invariant look. To non-linear order, however, the Killing vector appears not only pull-backed but also
contracted with a commutator. Defining modified commutators is possible, but it is easier and more
transparent to see the Killing vector as a background field.
A more compact way of writing (2.1) uses the property ik(kˆ
−2kˆ1) =
g11,11
g11,11
= 1, such that for every
p-form Tp:
(p+ 1)ik(Tˆpkˆ
−2kˆ1) = p ikTˆp kˆ
−2kˆ1 + (−)
pTˆp. (2.4)
This proves to be useful, especially when dealing with multiple isometry directions, such as in the IIB
multiple wave. Written in this way, the action (2.1) becomes:
LWM = STr
{
P
(
kˆ−2kˆ1
)
+ iP (iX iX)ik
(
4Cˆ3kˆ
−2kˆ1
)
(2.5)
+
1
2
P (iX iX)
2
ik
[
6
(
ikCˆ6 − 5Cˆ3ikCˆ3
)
kˆ−2kˆ1
]
−
i
6
P (iX iX)
3
ik
[
8
(
ikCˆ8 − 21ikCˆ6ikCˆ3 + 35Cˆ3ikCˆ3ikCˆ3
)
kˆ−2kˆ1
]
−
1
24
P (iX iX)
4
ik
[
10
(
ikCˆ10 − 36ikCˆ8ikCˆ3 + 378ikCˆ6ikCˆ3ikCˆ3 − 315Cˆ3ikCˆ3ikCˆ3ikCˆ3
)
kˆ−2kˆ1
]}
.
The invariance of the action under coordinate transformations in the isometry direction is now manifest,
since everything is written as an inclusion with kˆ1.
A remarkable symmetry of the action is under the gauge transformation of the field ikCˆ3. The Born-
Infeld vector and the transverse scalar transform respectively with a shift and a commutator:
δVˆa = (ikΛˆ2)ρDaX
ρ (2.6)
δXˆµ = −i(ikΛˆ2)ρ[X
ρ, Xµ].
A dimensional reduction of the action (2.5) along the Killing direction results in the well-known Myers
action for multiple D0-branes. Hereby the Killing vector takes the role of the Kaluza-Klein vector C1. The
gauge transformations (2.6) reduce to the NS-NS variations (1.2) for the worldvolume fields of the multiple
D0-brane. So the Myers action can be seen as a weak coupling limit of the (2.5) action, thereby motivating
the interpretation of the latter as an action for multiple gravitational waves in M-theory.
3 The IIA multiple wave
When reducing the action (2.5) along a direction other than the Taub-NUT direction, one finds the Chern-
Simons action for the IIA multiple wave. This was carried out to linear order in [14]. Using the full
reduction rules we get the following result.
We assume that the reduced dimension is orthogonal to the Taub-NUT direction of the wave. This
restriction is necessary to close the duality chain. Closure requires the T-dualities to commute, which is the
case for orthogonal directions. The orthogonality is assured by setting iz(kˆ
−2kˆ1) =
gz11
g11,11
to zero. kˆ−2kˆ1
reduces then to k−2k1 =
gµ11
g11,11
.
The reduced coordinate Xz becomes a scalar which we call S. So
Xz → S DXz → DS. (3.1)
With these assumptions the Type IIA wave action becomes:
LWA = STr
{
P
(
k−2k1
)
− i
(
DS(iX iX)− P i[S,X]
)
ik
(
3B2k
−2k1
)
(3.2)
+iP (iX iX)ik
(
4C3k
−2k1
)
+
1
2
(
DS(iX iX)
2 − 2P (iX iX)i[S,X]
)
ik
[
5(ikC5 + 4C3ikB2)k
−2k1
]
4
+
1
2
P (iX iX)
2
ik
[
6
(
ikB6 − 5C3ikC3
)
k−2k1
]
−
i
6
(
DS(iX iX)
3 − 3P (iX iX)
2
i[S,X]
)
ik
[
7
(
ikN7 + 6ikB6ikB2 − 15ikC5ikC3
−30C3ikC3ikB2
)
k−2k1
]
−
i
6
P (iX iX)
3
ik
[
8
(
ikN8 − 21ikB6ikC3 + 35C3(ikC3)
2
)
k−2k1
]
−
1
24
(
DS(iX iX)
4 − 4P (iX iX)
3i[S,X]
)
ik
[
9
(
ikN9 + 8ikN8ikB2 − 28ikN7ikC3
−168ikB6ikC3ikB2 + 210ikC5(ikC3)
2 + 280C3(ikC3)
2
ikB2
)
k−2k1
]
−
1
24
P (iX iX)
4
ik
[
10
(
ikN10 − 36ikN8ikC3 + 378ikB6(ikC3)
2 − 315C3(ikC3)
3
)
k−2k1
]}
The wave couples minimally to the Killing vector and dielectrically to higher-order forms. Gravitational
and exotic background fields appear in these dielectric couplings. We will encounter yet more exotic fields
in the IIB string and IIB wave actions discussed in the following sections. Their properties are known from
duality relations and are listed in the appendix.
Gauge invariance has been checked. Since ikΛˆ2 reduces to both ikΛ2 and ikΣ1, we will encounter these
two parameters in the variation of the Born-Infeld vector, the transverse scalars and the scalar S.
The worldvolume field variations are:
δVa = DaX
ρ(ikΛ2)ρ +DaSikΣ1 (3.3)
δXµ = −i(ikΛ2)ρ[X
ρ, Xµ]− iikΣ1[S,X
µ]
δS = −Λ0 − i(ikΛ2)ρ[X
ρ, S].
4 The multiple F1 in Type IIB
When T-dualized along its Taub-NUT direction, the IIA gravitational wave becomes a fundamental string
in Type IIB. Hereby the worldvolume fields are mapped as usual. The scalar S becomes a component of
the Born-Infeld vector:
S ←→ −Vx. (4.1)
The duality was carried out to linear order in [13]. Again, using the reduction and uplifting rules on
the action (3.2) we recover a fully gauge invariant action of the multiple fundamental string in Type IIB.
LFB = STr
{
P (B2) + i(iX iX)(B2) ∧ F + iP (iX iX)(C4)−
1
2
(iX iX)
2(C4) ∧ F (4.2)
+
1
2
P (iX iX)
2(B6) +
i
6
(iX iX)
3(B6) ∧ F −
i
6
P (iX iX)
3(Q8)
+
1
24
(iX iX)
4(Q8) ∧ F −
1
24
P (iX iX)
4(Q10)
}
Notice that there appear no isometry directions any more. The multiple fundamental string in IIB has
the full ten-dimensional Lorentz-invariance, just like a single fundamental string.
As for the variation parameters, T-duality maps both Λ0 and ikΛ2 onto ikΛ1, following the recombination
of the IIA fields Va and S into the IIB Born-Infeld vector Va. The ikΣ1 variation becomes a coordinate
transformation. So the gauge variation of the worldvolume fields goes only with Λ1.
δVa = −ΛρDaX
ρ (4.3)
δXµ = iΛρ[X
ρ, Xµ]
5
Now it is very clear how the twoforms are interchanged with respect to the D-string. The worldvolume
fields vary with the R-R parameter. As was already mentioned in [13], the Born-Infeld vector of the D-
branes is changed by S-duality into another worldvolume vector. In the Abelian limit the field strength of
this vector combines with the pull-backed R-R twoform to an invariant field strength F ′ = 2∂V ′ + P [C2].
5 Transverse T-duality: a Type IIA fundamental string
As mentioned in [13], a transverse T-dualization of the Type IIB fundamental string gives a fundamental
string with winding number in Type IIA.
LFA = STr{
(
−2DωP + iF i[ω,X]
) (
l−2l1
)
+ (P + iF (iX iX)) il
(
3B2l
−2l1
)
(5.1)
+i
(
−2DωP (iX iX) + P i[ω,X] + iF (iX iX)i[ω,X]
)
il
(
4C3l
−2l1
)
+i
(
P (iX iX) +
i
2
F (iX iX)
2
)
il
[
5
(
ilC5 + 4C3ilB2
)
l−2l1
]
+
1
2
(
−2DωP (iX iX)
2 + 2P (iX iX)i[ω,X] + iF (iX iX)
2
i[ω,X]
)
il
[
6
(
ilB6 − 5C3ilC3
)
l−2l1
]
+
1
2
(
P (iX iX)
2 +
i
3
F (iX iX)
3
)
il
[
7
(
ilN7 + 6ilB6ilB2 − 15ilC5ilC3 − 30C3ilC3ilB2
)
l−2l1
]
−
i
6
(
−2DωP (iX iX)
3 + 3P (iX iX)
2
i[ω,X] + iF (iX iX)
3
i[ω,X]
)
il
[
8
(
ilN8 − 21ilB6ilC3 + 35C3(ilC3)
2
)
l−2l1
]
−
i
6
P (iX iX)
3
il
[
9
(
ilN9 + 8ilN8ilB2 − 28ilN7ilC3 − 168ilB6ilC3ilB2 + 210ilC5(ilC3)
2
+280C3(ilC3)
2
ilB2
)
l−2l1
]
−
1
6
P (iX iX)
3i[ω,X]il
[
10
(
ilN10 − 36ilN8ilC3 + 378ilB6(ilC3)
2 − 315C3(ilC3)
3
)
l−2l1
]}
.
The T-duality rules are the same as the ones used in Section 4. Indeed, both dualities connect a IIB
theory to the IIA with one isometry direction. To make clear that the isometry directions fulfill a different
role in the IIA string and the IIA wave, we denote their Killing vectors with different symbols. So k is the
IIA wave’s Taub-NUT direction, while l denotes the string’s wrapping direction. In both cases the isometry
directions allow for exotic form fields.
The worldvolume gauge variations are now
δVa = (ilΛ2)ρDaX
ρ + Λ0Daω (5.2)
δXµ = −i(ilΛ2)ρ[X
ρ, Xµ]− iΛ0[ω,X
µ]
δω = −ilΣ1 − i(ilΛ2)ρ[X
ρ, ω].
6 The Type IIB gravitational wave
The IIB gravitational wave can be reached by a transverse T-duality on the IIA wave, but also via a T-
duality along a worldvolume direction of the IIA fundamental string. This two ways should give the same
result, closing the chain of dualities. This is indeed the case, up to a sign difference of the R-R fields. This
sign difference comes from interchanging the two T-duality directions, as mentioned in [14]. The action
mentioned here is the one coming from the transverse T-duality on the IIA wave, in order to compare with
[14]. In addition to the duality rules we used for the IIB string, we need now more dualities connecting
to the exotic IIB fields with two isometries. Due to our assumption of orthogonal isometry directions, we
have that il(k
−2k1) = ik(l
−2l1) = ikilB2 = 0. This taken into account, the IIB wave action is:
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LWB = STr
{
i
(
Dωi[S,X] −DSi[ω,X] − [S, ω]P
)
(l−2l1) + P (k
−2k1) (6.1)
+i
(
DS(iX iX)− P i[S,X]
)
ikil
(
12B2k
−2k1l
−2l1
)
+i
(
Dω(iX iX)− P i[ω,X]
)
ikil
(
12C2k
−2k1l
−2l1
)
+
(
Dω(iX iX)i[S,X] −DS(iX iX)i[ω,X] + P i[S,X]i[ω,X] − [S, ω]P (iX iX)
)
ikil
[
20
(
ikC4 − 3C2ikB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
+iP (iX iX)ikil
[
20
(
ilC4 − 3C2ilB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
−
1
2
(
DS(iX iX)
2 − 2P (iX iX)i[S,X]
)
ikil
[
30
(
ikilC6 + 4ilC4ikB2 − 4ikC4ilB2
−12C2ilB2ikB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
−
1
2
(
Dω(iX iX)
2 − 2P (iX iX)i[ω,X]
)
ikil
[
30
(
ikilB6 + 6ikilC4C2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
−
i
2
(
Dω(iX iX)
2
i[S,X] −DS(iX iX)
2
i[ω,X] + 2P (iX iX)i[S,X]i[ω,X] − [S, ω]P (iX iX)
2
)
ikil
[
42
(
ikilN7 + 5ikilB6ikB2 − 5ikC4ikilC4 + 30ikilC4C2ikB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
+
1
2
P (iX iX)
2
ikil
[
42
(
ikilN7 − 5ilC4ikilC4 + 5ikilB6ilB2 + 30ikilC4C2ilB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
+
i
6
(
DS(iX iX)
3 − 3P (iX iX)
2
i[S,X]
)
ikil
[
56
(
ikilN8 + 6ikilN7ikB2 − 6ikilN7ilB2
−30ikilB6ikB2ilB2 − 180ikilC4C2ikB2ilB2 − 15ikilC4ikilC6
−30ilC4ikilC4ikB2 + 30ikC4ikilC4ilB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
+
i
6
(
Dω(iX iX)
3 − 3P (iX iX)
2
i[ω,X]
)
ikil
[
56
(
ikilN8 − 45C2ikilC4ikilC4
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
−
1
6
(
Dω(iX iX)
3
i[S,X] −DS(iX iX)
3
i[ω,X] + 3P (iX iX)
2
i[S,X]i[ω,X] − [S, ω]P (iX iX)
3
)
ikil
[
72
(
ikilN9 + 7ikilN8ikB2 − 21ikilN7ikilC4
+35ikC4(ikilC4)
2 − 315C2(ikilC4)
2
ikB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
−
i
6
P (iX iX)
3
ikil
[
72
(
ikilN9 + 7ikilN8ilB2 − 21ikilN7ikilC4 + 35ilC4(ikilC4)
2
−315C2(ikilC4)
2
ilB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
−
1
6
P (iX iX)
3
i[S,X]ikil
[
90
(
ikilN10 − 8ikilN9ilB2 + 8ikilN9ikB2 − 56ikilN8ikB2ilB2
−28ikilN8ikilC4 − 168ikilN7ikilC4ikB2 + 168ikilN7ikilC4ilB2
+210ikilC6(ikilC4)
2 − 280ikC4(ikilC4)
2
ilB2 + 280ilC4(ikilC4)
2
ikB2
+2520C2(ikilC4)
2
ikB2ilB2
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]
−
1
6
P (iX iX)
3
i[ω,X]ikil
[
90
(
ikilN10 + 420C2(ikilC4)
3
)
k−2k1l
−2l1
]}
.
Not only the action but also the transformations get a more complicated form due to the two isometries.
T-duality of the IIA transformations learns us that three parameters affect the Born-Infeld field and the
transverse scalars, while the scalars ω and S shift with two more parameters.
δVa = −(ikilΛ3)ρDaX
ρ + (ikΛ1)Daω + (ikΣ1)DaS (6.2)
7
δXµ = i(ikilΛ3)ρ[X
ρ, Xµ]− i(ikΛ1)[ω,X
µ]− i(ikΣ1)[S,X
µ]
δω = −ilΣ1 − i(ikilΛ3)ρ[X
ρ, ω]− (ikΣ1)[S, ω]
δS = ilΛ1 − i(ikilΛ3)ρ[X
ρ, S]− (ikΛ1)[ω, S]
The most remarkable feature of this action and its variation is their complexity, especially when compared
to the IIB fundamental string. The reason of this lies indeed in the isometries. In fact, the IIB wave action
is eight-dimensional instead of ten-dimensional. The different role played by the parameters with an ik
inclusion and an il inclusion points at the different nature of the isometries. k is the Taub-NUT direction
while l is the wrapping direction. ikilΛ3 is the wave’s counterpart of Λ1. All other variations appear only
due to the isometries. Indeed, they are always proportional to the scalars S and ω.
7 Discussion
In this paper we have discussed fully gauge invariant actions for the multiple 11D gravitational wave, the
Type IIA and IIB wave and the IIA and IIB string. Special attention is drawn to the world volume fields
and their non-Abelian gauge variations.
Another issue, not yet mentioned, is the role a mass parameter would take. Multiple D-branes in
massive Type IIA [17] have been studied in [10]. Two ways can be followed to extend the Type IIA actions
here with a mass: either perform a massive T-duality on the Type IIB string, or start with the D0-brane
in massive Type IIA and following the chain used here again. The latter method involves BLO theory [18].
Both methods would yield a gravitational wave in Romans theory, where ikC3 takes the role of the massive
field.
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A Exotic forms
In the following tables we will list the background fields together with the branes which minimally couple
to them. Most of the exotic branes are studied in [20] and [21]. In the latter paper a coding system was
developed to characterize the branes. We will list both the name (for the branes found in [20]) and the
code, in addition to the corresponding background field.
In M theory:
Name Code Background field
WM (1−1) kˆ−1kˆ2
M2 (2) Cˆ3
M5 (5) Cˆ6
KK7M (6, 12) ikCˆ8
KK9M (8, 13) ikCˆ10
(A.1)
In type IIA:
Name Code Background field
Dp (p; 1) Cp+1
WA (1−1; 0) k−1k2
F1A (1; 0) B2
NS5A (5; 2) B6
KK6A (5, 12; 2) ikN7
KK7A (6, 12; 3) ikN8
KK8A (7, 13; 3) ikN9
KK9A (8, 13; 4) ikN10
(A.2)
In type IIB:
Name Code Background field
Dp (p; 1) Cp+1
WB (1−1; 0) k−1k2
F1B (1; 0) B2
NS5B (5; 2) B6
KK6B (5, 12; 2) ikN7/ilN7
Q7 (7; 3) Q8
(5, 22; 2) ikilN8
(5, 22; 3) ikilN8
KK8B (6, 12, 13; 3) ikilN9/ikilN9
Q9 (9; 4) Q10
(7, 23; 3) ikilN10
(7, 23; 4) ikilN10
(A.3)
For the sake of clarity, we will include a diagram depicting the duality relations between the branes (see
Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Vertical single arrows denote direct dimensional reduction, diagonal single arrows stand for double
dimensional reduction. Double straight arrows represent T-duality. Double curved arrows denote S-duality.
10
B Reduction and T-duality rules
Here we list the reduction and T-duality rules we used. They can also be found, up to linear order, in
[14, 15]. Most of them to are mentioned to higher order in [16]. Some sign conventions may differ.
Reduction rules for the eleven-dimensional fields along the isometry direction are:
kˆ−2kˆ1 = C1
ikCˆ3 = B2 Cˆ3 = C3
ikCˆ6 = C5 − 5C3B2
ikCˆ8 = C7 − 35C3B2B2
ikCˆ10 = C9 − 315C3B2B2B2.
(B.1)
These are the reduction rules for the eleven-dimensional fields along a direction other than the isometry
direction. The reduced-over direction is denoted by the letter z. In analogy to the inclusion ik we defined
the inclusion iz as being izCˆp = Czµ2...µp .
iz(kˆ
−2)kˆ1 = 0 kˆ
−2kˆ1 = k
−2k1
ikizCˆ3 = ikB2 ikCˆ3 = ikC3
izCˆ3 = B2 Cˆ3 = C3
izCˆ6 = C5 − 5C3B2 Cˆ6 = B6
ikizCˆ8 = ikN7 − 30(ikC3)2B2 + 20ikC3C3ikB2 ikCˆ8 = ikN8
ikizCˆ10 = ikN9 − 315(ikC3)3B2 + 210C3(ikC3)2ikB2 ikCˆ10 = ikN10.
(B.2)
The following list contains the T-duality rules between the IIA fields with k as isometry direction, on
the right-hand side, and the IIB potentials with no isometry on the left-hand side.
gz
gzz
= −ikB2 (B.3)
−izB2 = k
−2k1
B2 = B2 + 2ikB2k
−2k1
izC2n = C2n−1 − (2n− 1)ikC2n−1k
−2k1
C2n = ikC2n+1 + 2n(C2n−1 − (2n− 1)ikC2nk
−2k1)ikB2
izB6 = ikB6 − 5(C3 − 3ikC3k
−2k1)ikC3
B6 = ikN7 + 6(ikB6 − 5(C3 − 3ikC3k
−2k1)ikC3)ikB2 − 15ikC5ikC3
izQ8 = ikN8 − 21ikB6ikC3 + 35(C3 − 3ikC3k
−2k1)(ikC3)
2
Q8 = ikN9 + 8(ikN8 − 21ikB6ikC3 + 35(C3 − 3ikC3k
−2k1)(ikC3)
2)ikB2
−27ikN7ikC3 + 210ikC5(ikC3)
2
izQ10 = ikN10 − 36ikN8ikC3 + 378ikB6(ikC3)
2 − 315(C3 − ikC3k
−2k1)(ikC3)
3
Here we list the T-duality rules between the exotic Type IIB potentials with two isometry directions
(on the left-hand side) and the IIA ones with the k isometry direction. These exotic fields correspond to
some of the fields mentioned in [19].
ilN7 = B6 + 6izB6
gz
gzz
(B.4)
ikilN7 = ikizN7 − 5ikizC5(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)− 5(ikC5 − 4ikizC5
gz
gzz
)ikizC3
ikilN8 = ikN7 − 6ikizN7
gz
gzz
ikilN8 = ikizN8 − 6ikizC3(ikB6 + 5ikizB6
gz
gzz
)− 15(ikC3 + 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)ikizB6
+20ikizC3(C3 − 3izC3
gz
gzz
)(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
) + 30izC3(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)2
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ikilN9 = ikN8 + 7ikizN8
gz
gzz
ikilN9 = ikizN9 − 7ikizC3(ikN7 − 6ikizN7
gz
gzz
)− 35ikizC5(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)2
ikilN10 = ikN9 − 8ikizN9
gz
gzz
ikilN10 = ikizN10 − 8ikizC3(ikN8 + 7ikizN8
gz
gzz
)− 28(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)ikizN8
+168ikizC3(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)(ikB6 − 5ikizB6
gz
gzz
)
+210(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)2ikizB6 − 210ikizC3(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)2(C3 − 3izC3
gz
gzz
)
−315(ikC3 − 2ikizC3
gz
gzz
)3izC3.
As the last T-duality list these are the rules for the IIB exotic potentials dualized along the k direction.
These are quite similar to the previous ones, as expected, but some of the fields are interchanged or have
another sign.
ilikN7 = ilizN7 − 5ilizC5(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)− 5(ilC5 − 4ilizC5
gz
gzz
)ilizC3 (B.5)
ikN7 = B6 + 6izB6
gz
gzz
−ilikN8 = ilN7 − 6ilizN7
gz
gzz
−ilikN8 = ilizN8 − 6ilizC3(ilB6 + 5ilizB6
gz
gzz
)− 15(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)ilizB6
+20ilizC3(C3 − 3izC3
gz
gzz
)(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
) + 30izC3(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)2
−ilikN9 = ilizN9 − 7ilizC3(ilN7 − 6ilizN7
gz
gzz
)− 35ilizC5(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)2
−ilikN9 = ilN8 + 7ilizN8
gz
gzz
ilikN10 = ilN9 − 8ilizN9
gz
gzz
ilikN10 = ilizN10 − 8ilizC3(ilN8 + 7ilizN8
gz
gzz
)− 28(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)ilizN8
+168ilizC3(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)(ilB6 − 5ilizB6
gz
gzz
)
+210(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)2ilizB6 − 210ilizC3(C3 − 3izC3
gz
gzz
)(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)2
−315(ilC3 − 2ilizC3
gz
gzz
)3izC3.
C Gauge variations
Gauge variations and coordinate transformation in the eleven-dimensional theory:
δkˆ−2kˆ1 = ∂Λˆ0 (C.1)
δCˆ3 = 3∂Λˆ2
δCˆ6 = 6∂Λˆ5 + 30Cˆ3∂Λˆ2
δikCˆ8 = −7∂(ikΛˆ7)− 105ikCˆ3∂(ikΛˆ5) + 210(ikCˆ3)
2∂Λˆ2 + 140ikCˆ3Cˆ3∂(ikΛˆ2)
δ(ikCˆ10) = −9∂(ikΛˆ9)− 252ikCˆ3∂(ikΛˆ7)− 1890(ikCˆ3)
2∂(ikΛˆ5)
+2835(ikCˆ3)
3∂Λˆ2 + 1890Cˆ3(ikCˆ3)
2∂(ikΛˆ2).
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Gauge variations in Type IIA:
δk−2k1 = ∂ξ0 (C.2)
δB2 = 2∂Σ1
δC2n+1 =
n∑
p=0
(2n+ 1)!
2pp!(2n− 2p)!
(B2)
p∂Λ2n−2p
δB6 = 6∂Σ5 + 30C3∂Λ2 − 6C5∂Λ0 + 30C3B2∂Λ0
δikN7 = −6∂ikξ6 − 30ikB2∂(ikΣ5)− 60ikC3∂(ikΛ4)− 180ikC3B2∂(ikΛ2) + 180ikC3ikB2∂Λ2
+180ikC3B2ikB2∂Λ0
δikN8 = −7∂(ikξ7)− 105ikC3∂(ikΣ5) + 140ikC3C3∂(ikΛ2) + 210ikC3ikC3∂Λ2
−7ikN7∂Λ0 − 140ikC3C3ikB2∂Λ0 + 210ikC3ikC3B2∂Λ0
δikN9 = −8∂(ikξ8)− 56ikB2∂(ikξ7)− 168ikC3∂(ikξ6)− 840ikC3ikC3∂(ikΛ4)
−840ikC3ikB2∂(ikΣ5) + 2520(ikC3)
2
ikB2∂Λ2
−2520B2(ikC3)
2∂(ikΛ2) + 2520(ikC3)
2B2ikB2∂Λ0
δikN10 = −9∂(ikζ9)− 252ikC3∂(ikξ7)− 1890(ikC3)
2∂(ikΣ5) + 2835(ikC3)
3∂Λ2
+1890C3(ikC3)
2∂(ikΛ2)− 9ikN9∂Λ0
+2835(ikC3)
3B2∂Λ0 − 1890C3(ikC3)
2ikB2∂Λ0.
Gauge variations in Type IIB:
δB2 = 2∂Σ1 (C.3)
δC2n =
n−1∑
p=0
(2n)!
2pp!(2n− 2p− 1)!
Bp2∂Λ2n−2p−1
δB6 = 6∂Σ5 − 30C4∂Λ1
δQ8 = 8∂λ7 − 56B6∂Λ1
δQ10 = 10∂λ9 − 90Q8∂Λ1
δilN7 = −6∂ilζ6 − 30ilC4∂(ilΛ3) + 6ilC6∂(ilΛ1)− 30ilC4B2∂(ilΛ1)− 30ilB2∂(ilΣ5)
+60ilC4ilB2∂Λ1
δikN7 = −6∂ikξ6 − 30ikC4∂(ikΛ3) + 6ikC6∂(ikΛ1)− 30ikC4B2∂(ikΛ1)− 30ikB2∂(ikΣ5)
+60ikC4ikB2∂Λ1
δ(ikilN8) = 6∂(ikilζ7) + 30ikB2∂(ikilζ6)− 30ilB2∂(ikilξ6)− 120ikB2ilB2∂(ikilΣ5)
+60ikilC4∂(ikilΛ5) + 180ikilC4ilB2∂ikΛ3 − 180ikilC4ikB2∂(ilΛ3)
+180ikilC4B2∂(ikilΛ3)− 180ikilC4B2ikB2∂(ilΛ1) + 180ikilC4B2ilB2∂(ikΛ1)
+360ikilC4ikB2ilB2∂Λ1
δ(ikilN8) = 6∂(ikilξ7)− 30ikilB6∂(ikilΛ3)− 6ikilN7∂(ikΛ1) + 6ikilN7∂(ilΛ1)
−30ikilB6ilB2∂(ikΛ1) + 30ikilB6ikB2∂(ilΛ1)
+30ikilC4ilC4∂(ikΛ1)− 30ikilC4ikC4∂(ilΛ1) + 90(ikilC4)
2∂Λ1
δ(ikilN9) = 7∂(ikilζ8)− 42ilB2∂(ikilξ7) + 105ikilC4∂(ikilζ6)− 420ikilC4ilB2∂(ikilΣ5)
−140ikilC4ilC4∂(ikilΛ3)− 210(ikilC4)
2∂(ilΛ3)
+7ikilN8∂(ilΛ1) + 140ikilC4ilC4ikB2∂(ilΛ1)
−140ikilC4ilC4ilB2∂(ikΛ1)− 210(ikilC4)
2B2∂(ilΛ1) + 420(ikilC4)
2
ilB2∂Λ1
δ(ikilN9) = 7∂(ikilξ8)− 42ikB2∂(ikilξ7) + 105ikilC4∂(ikilξ6)− 420ikilC4ikB2∂(ikilΣ5)
−140ikilC4ikC4∂(ikilΛ3)− 210(ikilC4)
2∂(ikΛ3)
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+7ikilN8∂(ikΛ1) + 140ikilC4ikC4ikB2∂(ilΛ1)
−140ikilC4ikC4ilB2∂(ikΛ1)− 210(ikilC4)
2B2∂(ikΛ1) + 420(ikilC4)
2
ikB2∂Λ1
δ(ikilN10) = 8∂(ikilξ9)− 56ilB2∂(ikilζ8) + 56ikB2∂(ikilξ8)− 336ikB2ilB2∂(ikilξ7)
+168ikilC4∂(ikilζ7) + 840ikilC4ikB2∂(ikilζ6)− 840ikilC4ilB2∂(ikilξ6)
+840(ikilC4)
2∂(ikilΛ5)− 3360ikilC4ikB2ilB2∂(ikilΣ5) + 2520(ikilC4)
2
ilB2∂(ikΛ3)
−2520(ikilC4)
2
ikB2∂(ilΛ3) + 2520(ikilC4)
2B2∂(ikilΛ3)
+5040(ikilC4)
2
ikB2ilB2∂Λ1 + 2520(ikilC4)
2B2ilB2∂(ikΛ1)
−2520(ikilC4)
2B2ikB2∂(ilΛ1)
δ(ikilN10) = 8∂(ikilζ9)− 56ikilN8∂(ikilΛ3)− 56ikilN8ilB2∂(ikΛ1) + 56ikilN8ikB2∂(ilΛ1)
−8ikilN9∂(ikΛ1) + 8ikilN9∂(ilΛ1)− 168ikilN7ikilC4∂(ilΛ1)
+168ikilN7ikilC4∂(ikΛ1)− 280ilC4(ikilC4)
2∂(ikΛ1)
−280ikC4(ikilC4)
2∂(ilΛ1)− 840(ikilC4)
3∂Λ1.
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